It seems that offshoring is becoming a more and more significant reality today.
INTRODUCTION
Employers around the world use different methods and techniques to maximize profits, to regulate taxes and to increase their enterprises' assets as greatly as possible. In the course of pursuing this aim some of these employers pay taxes honestly, to the extent required by the law of the state; others try to find a way to -deviate from this path of honest behaviour‖. This dilemma similarly arises for Lithuanian businessmen, because every person guided by the common sense thinks about the purposes of taxes, how much of their taxes would be reasonable to pay, and whether there are legal ways to save money. This is the cause of the issues raised in this article -whether the business performed in the form of offshore enterprise is a form of tax evasion, tax abuse or any other crime, and maybe this is a simple use of differences in the national laws of the states to reduce the tax burden?
All over the world the discussion continues as to whether business performed in the form of offshore enterprise and associated with the opportunity to maximize profits on the basis of tax reduction (i.e. whether the regulations of countries or areas where offshore activity takes place provide the possibility to exempt the enterprise from all or at least most of the fees) is legitimate. After all, financial swindlers use offshore enterprises for criminal operations and forgery of documents. Because of these clear legal abuses, the central purpose of this paper is to clarify whether business performed in the form of offshore enterprise is legitimate, and, if so, what determines the legality of offshore enterprise. First this article explains what is meant by the legality of offshore enterprise. Next it identifies and explores two major problems directly connected with the legality of offshore enterprises. The essay concludes with the consequences of these findings.
The first problem arises from the legal questions surrounding many types of offshore enterprises, to which it seems impossible to give a clear and ready answer.
The legality of offshore enterprises is primarily determined by the legal regulation of countries or areas where offshore activity takes place with due regard for the pertinent national regulations. In the event of any doubts regarding legality, the responsibility for making a decision lies primarily with the authorities of countries or areas where the enterprise is registered. The second problem, closely related to the first-namely, the legality of offshore enterprises-is the problem of understanding offshore enterprises from within the Lithuanian legal system. The term -offshore,‖ similar in meaning to -abroad,‖ derives from just this context of being located abroad but necessarily abiding by certain operation regulations of the country where the enterprise is legally registered.
Therefore, if the business is organized in the form of an offshore enterprise, the laws of countries or areas where offshore activity takes place grant the right for this business to be taxed less or with zero tax rates, but only if the business is legal. In order for this business to be legitimate, that is, legally be a business charged with lower or zero tax rates, it must comply with the requirements laid down for such a business in the legislation of those countries or areas. Otherwise, failure to comply with the legal requirements is treated as tax evasion or tax abuse.
Another issue that arises from an analysis of the concept of offshore enterprises is whether it is a legal entity or enterprise, equal to other enterprises.
Global legal practice confirms the fact that offshore enterprises are equally involved in practice with other legal and natural persons; 3 hence in a legal sense offshore enterprise does not differ from other enterprises, because it is an equal legal entity.
However, there are set requirements for how offshore enterprises may organize their business out of the limits of jurisdiction in which offshore enterprise is officially registered. Only in this case is offshore enterprise exempt from all or at least most The legality of offshore enterprises is often questioned by affirming that all legal entities must pay taxes. As has been already mentioned, the unique feature of offshore enterprises is its exemption from all or most of its taxes. So, the question is whether business performed in the form of offshore enterprise is legal, since, according to the legal regulation of offshore activities, offshore enterprises are entitled not to pay taxes or pay very little taxes. However, it is not forbidden for one to organize one's business so that it could be possible to pay taxes in such a state where they are lower or where they do not exist. Thus, the ownership of offshore enterprise is not a crime. If it is correctly managed, its contracts are signed and its payments are made according to the legal regulation(s) of all the countries involved in the transaction(s), then such activity cannot be treated as doubtful or criminal in accordance with the state's legal regulation of offshore enterprises.
THE BENEFITS OF OFFSHORE ENTERPRISES
In order to justify the legality of business performed in the form of offshore enterprises, global legal practice indicates the benefits associated with offshore enterprises -minimum taxable profits or even tax-free profits 8 . This is important both for optimizing the activity of the legal entity and for implementing the goals of an individual or group. Supporters of offshore business argue that any restriction of business performed in the form of offshore firms, or any attempt to determine such business to be illegal leads to inefficiency 9 ; besides, -when jobs can be done more efficiently offshore it pays to let them go.‖ 10 Studies show that companies which offshore work to lower-waged countries reduce costs by 40 to 60%. However, is the special status granted to offshore enterprises based on advantages a legal way to do business?
PROBLEMS AND DISADVANTAGES OF OFFSHORE ENTERPRISES
Despite the fact that business performed in the form of offshore enterprise is widespread (particularly because of the tax optimization and the confidentiality of Such control and regulation is often considered simply the other states' affairs.
However, within the analysis of offshore enterprises, it is necessary to note that they are registered within a certain jurisdiction and must abide by its laws.
However, if an enterprise is exempt from paying taxes or has non-residential status, the local government of its registration does not usually care about that enterprise's activities abroad, and whether that business pays taxes in other countries, because, as it was already stated, it is considered the local affairs of Nevertheless, the tax-planning structure may include more than just offshore enterprises.
Currently it may be considered illegal to register an offshore enterprise, or to 
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The legality of offshore enterprise is also determined by the specific targets of its use. For example, in analyzing one of the offshore enterprise's purposes -tax planning -the first step should be to define the following three related concepts:
tax evasion, tax abuse (trying to achieve tax benefits by abusing the law) and tax minimization. Without question the interrelation(s) of these definitions is fairly complex.
Tax evasion is usually considered an intentional and clearly unlawful attempt to avoid taxes: all or in part. This behaviour is related to the violation of legal norms, which typically brings administrative or even criminal liability on its perpetrators. Due to the above indicated features tax evasion can only be relatively attributed to tax planning. It was also noted that tax evasion is considered intentional, willful violation of tax legislation, rather than, for example, behaviour based on different interpretation of tax laws.
Meanwhile, tax abuse (trying to achieve tax benefit by abusing the law) does not formally violate the legal provisions. It is therefore particularly difficult to dissociate tax abuse from tax minimization. As defined under the Law of Tax
Administration of the Republic of Lithuania,
The tax abuse -the taxpayer's transaction, the economic operation or any of their group, whose aim is to obtain tax benefits, it means, directly or indirectly to remove the deadlines of tax payment, to reduce the amount of tax due, or to avoid the paying of taxes completely, or to increase the reimbursable tax overpayment (the difference), or to reduce the repayment terms of tax overpayment (the difference) perverting or hiding the circumstances with which are linked taxation procedures of the tax law. It is not considered to be tax abuse the taxpayer's transaction, economic operation or any of their group, whose the main purpose is reasonably regarded as meeting the business needs, and a tax benefit, which appears or may appear as an additional result of such activity.
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Under that law, the tax authorities, in determining the tax base and calculating the due amount of tax, do not take into consideration whether the taxpayer failed to comply with the transaction, with the business operation or any of their group whose aim is to get the tax benefit. Instead the tax authorities restore distorted or hidden circumstances with which the taxation regime is connected under the tax law.
In order to declare the transaction void under the provisions of the Civil Code of the Republic of Lithuania Consequently, it can be argued that giving a specific and final answer as to whether the use of offshore enterprise for tax planning purposes is lawful or unlawful, is often impossible. However, this issue does not arise in cases where offshore enterprises are used for activities related to money laundering, drug trafficking and terrorism.
In conclusion, business performed in the form of offshore enterprises may be legitimate if it is not the basis for fictitious transactions or international crimes (such as money laundering, drug trafficking or terrorism), and if the registration of offshore enterprises or other activities related to the offshore enterprises do not violate the requirements of public law. consequently, according to the principle of private law-everything is permitted, which is not prohibited by law-offshore enterprise can be legal within the Lithuanian legal system. Moreover, the legality of offshore enterprises can also be determined by the aims of its use; for example, in tax planning, which is different from tax evasion or tax abuse. Thus, it has been concluded that specific and final answer as to whether the use of offshore enterprise for tax planning purposes is lawful or unlawful, is often impossible. However, this issue does not arise in cases where offshore enterprises are registered or used in violation of the requirements of public law, for fictitious operations or activities related to international crimes, all of them making offshore enterprise illegal.
